
 THE EVOLUTION OF PHASE 2
Towards the end of 2020, we began work on phase two of the Dodham Brook project. The project supports
bankside enhancement and improving the quality of existing water vole habitats, and so that a greater range of
animals and plants are established at Yeovil Country Park.   

Aquatic Benches & Reprofiled Bank 
In February 2021, we successfully reprofiled the northern side of the bank on a section of the brook near the
footbridge. A length of coir matting was laid to provide additional bank support and this area now floods at
higher stage flows as desired, creating a wetland habitat for local wildlife.

Prior to our implementations, there was no aquatic
vegetation along this section of the brook and the
species of vegetation present on the bankside was
also poor, dominated by willowherb, common
nettle and bramble. This lack of variation was
therefore impacting the habitats overall diversity,
offering little food and shelter for wildlife. 

Reprofiled bank flooding during higher stage
flows in early spring. 

Reprofiled bank with coir matting to support
the bank edge from erosion.

The northern bank before
our enhancement project

began.

Hinged tree habitat to
enhance hydromorphological

conditions.

Tree Hinging
Between December & February, four trees (three
alder and one willow) were hinged into the brook
following guidance from the Wild Trout Trust. Now
settled, the trees are providing new habitats and
diversified hydromorphological conditions in the
reach. 



Excess silt from Ninesprings lake was then poured over bundles on each bench and was allowed to settle.
Combined, the brushwood bundles and the silt create an ideal habitat for invertebrates living in the brook
and as the benches continue to establish, more silt will collect inside the bench framework. 

Securing timber post
frameworks for

the aquatic benches.

Fitting protective coir
matting to act as a natural
lining for to the benches.

Aquatic Benches & Reprofiled Bank cont.
Further down the brook, three aquatic benches
have been constructed. 

Helping to promote both the restoration of the
natural river processes and provide a
diversified habitat for the water vole and other
wildlife. Secured by a timber framework, coir
matting forms a natural lining, and 30
brushwood bundles have been packed inside
the frames. Made from spare material from
around Yeovil Country Park, the bundles vary in
size from 1.5m – 2.5m in length and 0.2m –
0.3m in diameter. 

Brushwood bundles made from spare material.Brushwood bundles fitted inside the bench framework.



Excess silt from Ninespring lake being poured over the
aquatic benches and being allowed to settle.

Seed sowing and planting 
Once the silt was allowed to settle on the
aquatic benches, they were prepared for
planting by laying a final layer of coir matting. 

All three benches have been seeded with native
wildflowers and planted with a selection of plug
plants, including tussock sedge, soft rush, water
forget-me-not and marsh marigold. 

On both the north and south banks between
the footbridge and the weir, areas have been
prepared and planted with a native nectar and
pollen wildflower seed mix and plug plants
including, flag iris, meadowsweet and water
avens. 

A selection of bulbs have also been planted by volunteers, including Snowdrops, Common Star of Bethlehem,
Wood anemone, Winter Aconites, English Bluebell and Wild Garlic. 

YRCT volunteers helping
with seed sowing and plug

planting in May 2021.

Native wildflowers in bloom
on the northern reprofiled

bank area.
Planting the benches through a protective layer

of coir matting.


